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July 20, 1979

Mr. Robert W. Reid, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #4
Division of Operating Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Post-LOCA Procedural Guidelines

Reference: (A) Ltr., R. W. Reid to All Combustion Engineering Designed Operating
Reactors, dated June 5, 1979

(B) Ltr., George Liebler to R. W. Reid, dated July 18, 1979

Enclosure: (1) Response to Question 16 of Reference (A) (Preliminary)

Dear Mr. Reid:

Enclosure (1) is fo marded in fulfillment of our agreement to provide post--
LOCA procedural guidelines to the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission by July 20.
1979. Enclosure (1) is a preliminary version of the Owners Group response to
Question 16 of Reference (A). Those portions of the Owners Group response
which are presently complete have been forwarded in Reference (B). Enclosure
(1) was not forwarded at that time since this section was not available.

The reliminary nature of Enclosure (1) is due to the fact that not all of the
anaijses required to respond to Reference (A) are complete. The Owners Group
reserves the right to modify the procedural guidelines as these analysis results
become available. The final version of Enclosure (1) will be included in the
July 30, 1979 submittal as Section 3.16.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact my office at
(305) 552-3811 or Mr. Ken Morris of Omaha Pubiic Power District at (402)
536-4504

Sincerely,

f& [c ,S'> . %

G. E. Liebler, Chaiman
C-E Owners Group
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3.16 RESP 0MSE TO QUESTIO3 16

3.16.1 Statement of Question 16

Provide guidelines for the preparation of operational procedures

for the recovery of plants following small LOCA's. This should

include both short-tenn and long t^ma situations and follow

through to a stable condition. .e guidelines should include

recognition of the event, precautions. actions , and prohibited'

actions.

IF RC pump or tration is assumed under two-phase conditions, a

justification of pump operability should be provided. Discuss

. instrumentation available to the operator and any instrumentation

that night not be relied upon during these eveni.s (e.g. pressurizer

level). What would be the effect of this instrumentation on
automatic protection actions?

3.16.2 Response to Ques tion 16

In ?esponse to question (16), our bases for post-LOCA operating

guidelines, and current guidelines for operating plants following
LOCA's are provided belcw. The guidelines include symptoms,

immediate actions, follow-uo actions, and precautions. The

material presented addresses both short-tena and long-tem situ-

ations, and follows through to a stable condition. Na tural cir-

culation guidelines are also included. Reactor coolant pump

operation is addressed in sections 3.13 and 4.11,

This material is the current bases and guidelines for post-LOCA

c ~ 0},
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operation. These guidelines are written for a t 'ical ooerating
plant with a C-E NSSS. '!hile sorae of the specific information.-

varies slightly from plant to plant, the overall functional pro-

cesses aoply to all operating plants with a C-E NSSS.
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BASES FOR POST LOCA OPERATING GUIDELINES

CASES

Provided below is a general description of plant responses to large and small
breat LOCA's. This is intended to supply background material for the infor-
mation presented in the guidelines.

A small break LOCA is characterized by:

A slow loss of RCS pressure during the short term (10 to 30 minutes)
and equilibrium pressure above* 300 psia in the long term (30 to 480 minutes)
resulting from matching safety injection flow and flow from the break.

.

A loss of RCS inventory during the short term followed by a cefilling of
the RCS during the long term.

Core cooling is initially by the steam generator (s) and flow from the break
and later by the shutdown cooling system. The break does not provide the
necessary heat removal yet depletes RCS inventory. The steam generators
provide cooling for either forced or natural circulation and, if the RCS
inventory is deoleted, in a boiloff and reflux mode. The shutdown cooling
systen is used af ter the RCS has been refilled and pressure control is'

.provided by the HPSI pumps and the charging pumpt.

A general description of small break LOCA operations follows:

Initially the plant is hot and pressurized. A small break LOCA results in
slow loss of RCS inventory and a decrease in pressure. (Small breaks

T

located high in the system will result in faster RCS depressurization with
less inventory loss than breaks located low in the system). Low pressurizer
pressure initiates a SIAS which automatically actuates the SIS. The reactoris tripped. No operator action is required for 10 minutes. Auxiliary feed-
water is established to the steam generators. Steam dump is provided nanually
using atmospheric damp. valves or turbine bypass valves, or automatically by
the steam generator dump and bypass system or by steam generator relief valves.

The reactor coolant pumps may be operable. Forced circulation, using one or
more reactor coolant pumps, is possible for RCS condi tions when natural cir-
culation cannot occur. The steam generators are the main heat sink and it is
desirable to operate reactor coolant pumps if they are effective. The reactor
coolant oumps remain or are made operable, if possible, as long as they induca
forced flow and are not in danger of incurring damage that would increase the
severi ty of the accident.

N ,uall breA LUCA resul ts in a partial loss of RCS inventory followed by
refilling. The time necessary to refill the RCS and regain control ofa

pressure and inventory depends on break size, break location, and the
number of HPSI pumps and charging pumps actuated. With only one HPSI pump
activated, and a break located on the bottom of the cold leg, it may take
as long as 8 hours to refill the RCS. With all injection pumps operable,

* This value is typical, it may vary # r specific designs.
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N tion is ahnut I hour. Core cooling it mintained by flow f an the breakand
b / drning s tean, from tne s team genera tors until the shutdown cooling sys temin placed in anaration. In the event that the condensate supply is exhausteri

and the shutdown cooling system is inoperable, the PORV's are opened to ensure
th1t tne flow f rom the injection system is suf ficient to cool the core. TheSIS may be realigned for cold leg injection only. Core flushing is from thecold legs through the core and out the PORV

Siruitaneous hot and cold leg injection is used for both small break and
:arge break LOCA's so the operator does not have to distinguish betweenthen at the tira . shen simultaneouc injection is required for large breaks.
(For small breaks the boron concentration remains low due to' dispersal
throughout the RCS, so hot and cold leg injection is not essential.)

%3ctor coolant system pressure is used to differentiate between small -md large bre p LCCA's. However, the delineation between small and 11rge
twns does not need to be precise since there is a range of intermediate
hrens for which either response will produce satisfactory results. The
guidelines take this into account with the decisions to be made af ter
ei tht bours.

The large bred LCCA is characterized by:

A rapid loss cf RCS pressure in 10 seconds to 3 minutes with equilibrium
. pressures below* 300 psia and, in the case of the largest breaks, the
RCS pressure nearly equal to containment pressure.

Core cooling is provided for by large flow from the injection sys te,
due to low RCS pressure. The flow fron the break provides sufficient
heat removal. Simultanoeus hot and cold leg injection is required
to prevent possible boric acid accumulation in the core.

A general description of large break LOCA operations follows:

Initially the plant- is hot and pressurized. A large break LCCA results in a
rapid loss of inventory and pressure. Low pressurizer pressure initiates
a SI AS .shich automa tically actuates the SIS. The reactor is tripped. Aux-iliary feedwa ter is es tablished to the s team cer. era tors. Steam dump is
provided manually using atmospheric steam durrp valves or turbine bypass valves.
There may not he sufficient inventory in the RCS to run reactor coolant punos.
The .najor machanism for heat removal is the flow from the SIS through the core.
and out the break. Containment pressure may be high and containment isolation
is likely. Containment spray may have been automatically activated.

The ~iS is aligned to provide simultaneous hot and cold log iniection which
i' nufficitent Ln cool the core and flush the reactor vessel indefini tely,

i cr both large and small break LOCA's, continued monitoring of conditions in
the PCS and oerformance of safety systems should be done. All available in-
dications should be used to aid in diagnosing the event since the accident
may cause irregularities in a particular instrument reading.

Recardless of the c3use of actuation of a safety system, the automatic
i nhonne should not I:e altered until it has been demons trated tha t other
,stor, ard equirent are providing the functions that the safety system is

e

intended to perform.

,

O"3*This value is typical, it may vary for specific designs. p] U
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GU IDEL I::ES F0P OPLMil!;3 Pli''5 Ft'LLO'..'t h LOCA' S
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1. Reactor conlant sys tem leak exceeds the capacity of the aperable
Charging pumns.

2. A reactor trip ':av ha;/G occurred.

3. The Sa fetj Injection System (SIS) may have auto:mticall / actuated.

1 Any one or more of the follouing int'i :a tions or , larms :ay be
present.

a. L ' pressurl:er pressure
.

.

,

b. Hit '. centainment pressure
c. Hir:h cnntainment s5 0 level
d. Hihh contai w nt r3diatiCn
e. LN pre.surizer le.el
f. Hioh gench tank level
G. High q wh;n t.'. n k te:perature
h. Con tainment isola tion

.

I...-g...- , , . . . ,.-
' : si l t' s; %.'' .]

i. T ip the reactcr i f not already tripped ar.d carry out standard pos t
trip ac tions.

2. Initiate s ifer injection if it n1. not already been actua'ed by the
safety injection actuation signal.

3. Establish auxiliary feedwater flcw to the steam generators .tithin* 10 minutes.
; If reactor coolant ;'u ps are coerating, leave one reactor coolant pumo

operating in each loop. If RCP's are not running, start one RCP in
each loop.

5. If the containment isolation actuation signal (CI AS) is activated, ensure
tha t the c'es ten has properly actua ted. "anually unisolate those systens
that rcr:ain operable and useful in regaining control of the plant.

6. Af ter any ' i AS, operate the SIS for at leist 20 ainutes and until RCS hot,

and cnid tm;mra tures are a t 0le n t 50 f Lcir.' the .a tura tinn *.cn nera ture
for the 'C" nn c,sure un!.w, the cause of the 5| AS hm t.'en '/ori fi.:d to

Ut." an inad.ertent actuation. !f 50 subcoolir; cannut be :ainta.nei a f ter
the systen has been stopped, the high pressure injection system must
be restarted.

*This value is typical, it nay vary for scecific designs.
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1. Drerate a tmospheric steam du"p valves (or turbin e bypass valves i f the con-

@nser is available) to maintain or reduce plant temperature. Wi thin onehour, begin plant cooldown.

2. Manually align the safety ine.jction sys tem to provide flow to the RCS hot
and cold legs * two hours after the LOCA.

3. If pressure and inventory control cannot be established after*eight hours
and RCS pressure is less than* 300 psig, continue the hot and cold leg
injection.

'

4 If pressure and inventory control are established and RCS press re is
'

greater than* 200 psig, conduct one of the follcwing activities. The
activities are listed in order of decreasing preference.

,

3) Initiate shutdown cooling. If RCS oressure is above the initiating
pressure for shutdcwn cooling systen operations, reduce it b',
reducing the flow delivered by the high pressure injection and
charging purps and by venting or isolating the safety injection
tanks as necessary. Af ter shutdown cooling is initiated, ruin-
tain RCS pressure with the charging pumps and/or the HPSI pumps
to attain at least 500 subcooling.

'

or c) Centinue to remove decay heat usino erergency feed and steam dump
if adequate condensate is available anci (a) cannot be implemented.

or c) Jcen cressurizer power operated releif valves and align the SIS
.

for cold leg injection if (a) or (b) cannot be implemented.

.

*This value is typical, it may vary for specific designs.
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BASES FOR NATURAL CIRCULATION GUIDELINES

1. Reactor coolant pump forced circulation and heat transfer to the steam
generators is the preferred node of operation for residual heat removal
whenever plant temperatures and pressJres are above the Shutdown Cooling
System entry conditions. The natural circulation capability of all CE
plants provides an emergency means for core cooling using the steam gener-
ators, if the reactor cooiant pumps (RCPs) are unavailable.

2. Emergency Procedures which could involve operation in a natural circulation
mode include, but are not limited to, the following:

Loss of Flow Procedures

Loss of offsite pcwer. .
.

Loss of RCPs..

Reactor Trip..

Turbine Trio.

Emergency Shutdewn.

Shutdown Outside the Control Room..

Loss of Coolant Accident.

.

RCP Emergency Procedures

Loss of Corponent Cooling Water...

Reactor Coolant Pump and Motor Emergencies..

Inadvertant Centainnent Isolation..

RCP Off Hormal Operation..

3. Natural circulation is governed by decay heat, component elevations,
primary to secondary heat transfer, loop flcu resistance, and voiding.
Ccmponent elevations on CE plan s are such that satisfactory naturalo

circulation decay heat removal is obtained by density differences between
the bottom of the core and the top of the steen generator tube sheet. An
additional contribution to natural circulation ficw rate is the density
difference cbtained as the coolant passes throuch the stean generator
U-tubes, but this is not recuired for satisfactory natural circulation.
Natural circulation is assured even if the U-tubes are partially uncovered
on the steam generator secondary. Because of the tcmperature distribution
in the steam generator U-tubes, there is no degradation in primary to
secondary heat transfer as long as the secondary level covers at least
1/3 of the tube height. By ensuring that the loop '.T is less than the
full power 'T, the power-to-flow ratio is assured to be less than one during
natural circulation.

4 Sa tis f actory na tural circulation heat removal can be chtained wi th ei ther
ene or two stean generators. Unequal auxiliary feedwater flow to the
steam generators will not lead to unsatisfactory natural circulation as
long as all of the decay heat is being removed through the steam generators.

7.

U9i3r ,
4 ;l
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BASES FOR NATURAL CIRCULATION GUIDELINES

, - Continuation -
.

5. Although plant safety analysis does not take credit for reactor coolant
pump operatien under two-ohase flow conditions, a significant degree of
forced circulation cooling can be maintained under these conditions.
Continued reactor coolant pump operation with cavitaticn will result in
increased impeller, bearing, and seal wear, but catastrophic failure
is highly unlikely.

.
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GUIDELIffES FOR OPG!ATIlG PLAtiTS FOR

NATURAL CIRCULATIC11 OPERATIOt

SYMPTOMS

1. A reactor trip may have occurred.

2. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) have been aJtomatiC3lly, or Manually
tripped, or are operating abnormally enough to consider nanually tripping.

3. Any one or more of the folicwing indications or alarms may be present.

a. Low Reactor Coolant Flow. '

b. Low Bus 'loltages.
c. Reactor Coolant Pump oresker overload or trip,
d. Any Reactor Coolant Puro Alarm.

Any Component Cooling Water System Alarm.e.

4 Any of the folicwing plant emergency procedures may have been implemented:

a. Loss of Offsite Power.
- b. Loss of Reacter Coolant Flow,

c. Loss of Reactor Coolant Accident.
d. Reactor Trip.
e. Turbine Trip.
f. Emergency Shutdown.
g. Loss of Ccmpenent Cooling Water.
h. Reactor Coolant rumo and Motor E ergencies.
i. Inadvertent Containment Isolation.

[WEDIATE ACTIg Q ,

1. Trip the reactor if not already tripped and carry out standard post-trip
actions.

2. If all RCPs have tripped, attempt to restart at least cne RCP and if
possible, a second pump, preferably in the opposite loop.

3. If no RCP can be restarted, a natural circulation mode of operation for
residual heat re aval must be established. Take the follcuing actions to
establish and maintain the conditions for natural circulation.

Operate the atrospheric du:rp valves or turbine bypass valves to ':aintain.

plant temperature by removing decay heat and to prevent lifting of
seccadary safety valves.

Restore and maintain steam generato water level within the indicating.

range. Actuate the Auxiliary Feediater System, if recuired. Monitor
primary system terperature and pressure to avoid overcooling.

lo l u. ! O
_,
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3. ----------continued

Establish and naintain the hot leg temoerature at least 20'F belcw the.

saturation te perature corresponding to reactor coolant systen pressure
by: (see precaution 2)

(a) operating pressurizer heaters and auxiliary spray as required to
increase or maintain plant pressure,

(b) reducing plant temperature by increasing dump or bypass valve
steam flou.

Restore primary system inventory and maintain normal pressurizer.

level. '

4. Verify that natural circulation has been established frcn the folicwing
indications: (approximately 10 minutes after tripping reactor coolant pumps)

Loop AT (T - T ) le_ss than normal full power ST..

h

T constant or decreasing,.

c

, stable (i.e., not steadily increasing),T.

No abnormal differences between T P,TDs and core exit thermocouples..

h

5. If a loss of services to the reactor coolant pumps occurs, the operator
should consider stopping reactor coolant pumps. The felicwina actions
should be taken in order to ensure continued core cooling if services can
not be restored.

Continue to operate two reactor coolant pumps (one each loop). Stop.

the other running reactor coolant pumps to prevent possible damage to
those pumps.

Establish the conditions for natural circulation as outlined above..

If conditions for natural circulation (see Action 3 above) cannot be.

established, continue to operate two reactor coolant pumps (cne each
loop).

Af ter conditions for natural circulation are established, if it appears.

that pump damage is imminent, stop the remaining two reactor coolant pumps.

. Veri fy na tural circulation as above.

If natural circulation cannot be maintained, restart two reactor coolant.

pumps (one each locp) and maintain forced circulation.

t67 030

3 16-11
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6. During plant recovery frm an unplanned transient or accident, icw system

pressure ray result in rantor coolant pu p cavitation. Under these
conditions, continue to operate two reactor coolant purns (cne each Icop).
Stop the other running pumps to prevent possible pump damage.

Since cavitation may be indicative of a te:rporary saturation conditic , in.

tne 1000. no attemot should be made to enter a natural circulation mode.

Establish the hot leg temperature at least 20''F below the saturation.

tenperature corresponding to reactor coolant system pressure as out-
lined above. (See precaution 2)

FOLLOW UP ACTICNS
.

1 Maintain the hot leg te perature at least 20 F below the saturation
temperature correspondino to reactor coolant sys ten pressure. Cperate
pressurizer heaters and auxiliary spray as required. Increase dump
valve flow if necessary to reduce plant temperature. (See precaution 2).

2. riaintain pressurizer level within nonnal range.

3. Paintain steam generator level within the visible range. Actuate the
Auxiliary Feedwater System if required. Monitor primary systen te pera--

'ture and pressure to prevent overcooling.

4. Paintain reactor coolant total gas ccncentration within specification.
Initiate degassification procedures if required.

5. "cnitor the following parameters:

Loop aT (T - T ), less than normal full power T..

c

T , controllable (constant or decreasing) by steam dump or bypass..

c

T n t steadily increasing..

h

Core exit themocouples folicwing T RTDs..

h

6. As soon as possible af ter the reason, for loss of forced circulation has
been corrected, start at least one reactor coolant pu p and reestablish
forced circulation. When possible start a second pump in the opposite locp.

7 Monitor condensate storage tank level and replenish frox alternate sources
as required.

PPECAUTICNS

1. When establishing auxiliary fecdwater flow to the steam generators, monitor
primary systen temperature, pressure, and pressurizer level to avoid
overcooling and potentially draining the pressurizer.

2. In detemining that 20'F subcooling exists, appropriate allcuances must be
made for instrument location and instrument error.

, , ,
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